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Bit Rates in Audio Source Coding
Raymond N . J . Veldhuis, Member, IEEE

Abstract-Waveform coding of audio signals at low bit rates
generally results in coding errors. In high-quality applications
these must remain inaudible. The bit rate required to code audio signals without audible errors depends on both the signal’s
power spectral density function and masking properties of the
human ear. It is shown how rate distortion theory and psychoacoustic models of hearing can be used to compute lower
bounds to the bit rate of audio signals with inaudible distortion.
Subband coding applications to magnetic recording and transmission are discussed in some detail. Performance bounds for
this type of subband coding systems are derived.

I. INTRODUCTION
UDIO source coding has been receiving attention in
a number of ways. Many papers, e.g., [1]-[5] have
been published on this topic. Presently, two standardization activities for audio bit rate reduction are taking place.
One is conducted by the International Standardization Organization (ISO) [6]. The other is the European project
EUREKA 147, aiming to define a broadcasting standard
for digital audio. Some of the source coding methods described in the papers mentioned above have been submitted as standard proposals to I S 0 or EUREKA 147. Finally, Philips has recently announced a digital compact
cassette (DCC) player capable of recording source coded
high-quality digital audio signals on a compact cassette
[71.
The audio source coding methods described in the various papers can be divided into the following categories:
subband coding, e.g., [1]-[3], and transform coding, e.g.,
[4],[ 5 ] . Although these papers describe different coding
principles, they have three things in common. First, all
papers discuss so-called waveform coders [8]. This means
that in some sense they try to approximate the original
input waveform and that the coding error is the consequence of additive quantization noise. Second, they all
claim to achieve (near) compact disc quality at bit rates
down to 96 kb/s. For an input signal taken from compact
disc, with a bit rate of 705.6 kb/s, this corresponds to a
reduction factor of 7.35 achieved without loss of quality.
Third, all coding methods described rely heavily on human perception, more precisely on simultaneous masking. This is the psychoacoustic phenomenon that a weak
signal, e.g., quantization noise, is made inaudible
(masked) by a stronger signal, e.g., a pure tone. The
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masking signal is called the masker; the masked signal is
called the target. In order to be masked, the target’s level
must be below the so-called masking threshold.
All papers mentioned above exploit masking in a
roughly similar way. Based on an estimate of the signal’s
short-time power spectral density (PSI) [9], an estimate is
made of the masking threshold as a function of frequency.
The signal is subsequently transformed, by either subband
filters or an orthogonal transform, quantized, and coded.
Quantization and coding of subband signals or transform
coefficients reduce the bit rate, but also introduce coding
errors. The coding systems try to keep these coding errors
below the masking threshold at all frequencies in the audio band. Computation of the masking threshold is typically done every 10-30 ms in order to track changes in
the signal’s short-time PSD.
The approach of the above papers to try to keep coding
errors below the masking threshold at all frequencies
seems to be based on an incorrect interpretation of the
masking threshold. The masking thresholds used are
mainly derived from the Zwicker-Feldtkeller curves presented in [lo]. Those curves are only valid for one single
tonal target. Masking may not occur when several, possibly nontonal, targets are presented simultaneously at
levels at which they are individually masked, which happens when subband samples or transform coefficients are
quantized. This is recognized in [4], where it is suggested
that the masking threshold should be deconvolved. It is
argued there that deconvolution is ill-conditioned and a
suboptimal renormalization is proposed. The reason that
in other papers excellent results are also obtained is probably that the masking thresholds used are chosen on the
conservative side. This paper presents an alternative for
the deconvolution proposed in [4] that is not suboptimal
nor ill-conditioned.
It is investigated under which conditions well-defined
multiple noise targets due to quantization are masked by
a given audio signal. This leads to a constraint on the
target levels, called the masking constraint. The masking
constraint leaves freedom to choose target levels. Since
the objective of audio source coding is to achieve a low
bit rate, it seems sensible to choose them in such a way
that they also minimize bit rate. Under the assumption
that the audio signal is Gaussian and stationary, the relation between given target levels and bit rate can be established via the rate distortion theory. Finding target levels
that minimize bit rate under the masking constraint is
called the audio coding optimization problem.
The goal of this paper is to introduce and solve the au-
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dio coding optimization problem. The resulting target levels are used to give estimates of lower bounds to the bit
rates for audio signals. Next to that, they can also be used
in audio source coding systems. This paper is a first attempt to formulate and solve the audio coding optimization problem. Therefore, results are not definite. They are
based on simple psychoacoustic assumptions and derived
for stationary Gaussian signals. More elaborate models
can be and should be incorporated to improve estimates
of bit rates. Nevertheless, this is a promising approach,
since it inherently takes into account that multiple targets
must be masked and thus in the end will ensure a higher
coding quality and reliable bit rate estimates. The following paragraphs present a brief overview of this paper.
Since masking plays an important role in audio coding
systems, it is reviewed in Section 11. In the same section
it is pointed out more clearly why masking thresholds as
such cannot be used directly. The problem of masking
multiple targets is approached by another psychoacoustical concept: the excitation pattern model, which can be
seen as the underlying model of masking. It is explained
in Section 111. This results in the formulation of the masking constraint.
Section IV discusses waveform coding of digital audio
signals. It is assumed that the audio signal can be modeled
as Gaussian and stationary and that the signal and the coding error can be characterized by their PSD's. The PSD
of the coding error is called the error PSD. An expression
for a lower bound to the bit rate in terms of the signal's
PSD and the error PSD is presented. In Section V this
expression is reformulated in terms of noise target levels.
This leads to the audio coding optimization problem: target levels must minimize bit rate under the masking constraint.
The computed masked error PSD or the masked target
levels can be used in either subband or transform coders
to allocate bits to quantizers. Section VI focuses on subband coding. Two special versions, subband coding for
DCC and for the MUSICAM [ l ] proposal, are discussed
in more detail. Their basic coding scheme is given and
estimates for bit rates achievable with this type of coding
scheme are presented. Although a subjective performance
evaluation of the two proposals is beyond the scope of this
paper, some remarks on their performance are given. Section VI1 contains a discussion. It summarizes the paper
and tries to indicate to what extent model assumptions are
valid and which points need further attention.
11. MASKING
Simultaneous masking, further referred to as masking,
is the phenomenon that a weak signal is made inaudible
by a simultaneously occuring stronger signal. Masking is
discussed in great detail in [lo]-[12]. In the next two
paragraphs results from [ 111 are repeated to explain masking.
Consider a pure tone as the target. It is inaudible if its
sound pressure level (SPL) [12] is below a threshold of
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Fig. 1. Threshold in quiet (lower curve) and masking thresholds of narrow-band noise maskers centered at 1 kHz at sound pressure levels L, =
100 dB (upper curve) and L , = 60 dB (middle curve) for tonal targets.

hearing, called the threshold in quiet. This threshold is a
function of frequency. It is the bottom curve shown in
Fig. 1.' In the presence of a second, stronger signal, the
threshold of hearing differs from the threshold in quiet. It
is raised for frequencies close to the frequency of the
stronger signal. The new threshold is the masking threshold. Targets with levels below it are masked. The masking threshold depends on the sound pressure level and the
frequency of the masker. Fig. 1 shows masking thresholds of narrow-band noise maskers with a bandwidth of
90 Hz, centered at 1 kHz, at sound pressure levels LN =
100 dB and L, = 60 dB. Fig. 2 depicts masking thresholds of 1 kHz pure tone maskers at sound pressure levels
Ls = 90 dB and Ls ='70 dB as a masker. Fig. 3 shows
masking thresholds of narrow-band noise maskers centered at frequencies f, = 250 Hz, f, = 1 kHz, and f, =
4 kHz.
Masking of a pure tone by another pure tone or by a
narrow-band noise signal has been reviewed briefly to illustrate the masking effect. The masking thresholds of
Figs. 1-3 may not be directly suited for use in coding
systems for three reasons discussed in the following paragraphs.
The first reason for. the unsuitability of the masking
thresholds is that they describe masking of tonal targets.
In a waveform coder the targets will mainly be noise targets, due to quantization. Very little relevant information
on masking of noise targets seems present in the literature, e.g., [13]. First a definition of the noise target is
required. As the ear seems to integrate over limited frequency regions called critical bands [12], it seems sensible to define critical bands of noise as targets. The definition of critical bands given in [12] is used here.
According to this definition, critical bands below 500 Hz
are 100 Hz wide, and above 500 Hz the critical bandwidth
is approximately a third octave. Consecutive critical bands
are numbered from 1 to N . For audio signals sampled at
a rate fs = 44.1 kHz, 26 critical bands have to be taken
into account. The critical band scale is also used as a measure of frequency, called critical band rate z. The corresponding unit is the bark. Table I lists cutoff frequencies
of critical bands.
'Figs. 1, 2 , and 3 are derived from figures in [lo].
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TABLE I
CRITICAL BANDFREQUENCIES,
TAKEN
FROM [14]'
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Fig. 2 Masking thresholds of pure tones of 1 kHz at sound pressure
levels Ls = 9 0 dB (upper curve) and Ls = 70 dB (middle curve) for tonal
targets
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Fig. 3. Masking thresholds of narrow-band noise signals centered at frequencies f, = 250 Hz (left-hand curve), f, = 1 kHz (middle curve), fm =
4 kHz (right-hand curve) for tonal targets.

A critical band noise target has a flat PSD within one
critical band and a zero PSD outside. In fact, because of
the integration one would expect the masking thresholds
for critical band noise targets to be similar to those for
tonal targets. Fig. 4 shows a masking threshold of a tonal
masker of 400 Hz for critical band noise targets as a function of the critical band number. It is the result of an informal experiment, with the author as subject. It confirms
the expectation that masking thresholds for critical band
noise targets are similar to those for tonal targets. Although further study of masking thresholds for critical
band noise targets and tonal and noise maskers is needed,
it is further assumed that the thresholds for tonal targets
can be used instead. A second conclusion from the fact
that the masking curves for tonal and critical band noise
targets do not differ very much, is that the exact spectral
shape of the noise target within the critical band is not
important. This is convenient because the noise targets in
this paper will be due to quantization noise, which cannot
always be considered spectrally flat.
The second reason for the unsuitability of the masking
thresholds is that they describe masking by only one masker. Audio signals consist of many maskers. What is required is an addition law for masking thresholds. Results
on addition of masking thresholds are given in, e.g., [14],
[ 151. Two principles are commonly used in coding to obtain a total masking threshold from individual ones. The
most conservative one is to define the total masking
threshold at a certain frequency as the maximum of all
individual masking thresholds and the threshold in quiet
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'Reprinted with permission from Academic Press.
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Fig. 4. Masking thresholds LT of critical band noise targets with a 400 Hz
masker at various sound pressure levels Ls.

at that frequency [3]. The other approach is to assume that
masking is additive, so that the @tal masking threshold is
obtained as the sum of the individual thresholds and the
threshold in quiet [2], [4].Before the individual masking
thresholds can be computed, the maskers in the signal
have to be identified. Usually this is done by analyzing an
estimate of the signal's short-time PSD. As a crude estimate, signal powers in subbands can be used, as is done
in [Z]. More elaborate estimates based on a discrete Fourier transform are also used [l]. In a transform coder the
estimate can be derived from the transform coefficients
r41.
The third reason for the unsuitability of the masking
thresholds is that they describe masking for only one target. The result of a simple experiment suffices to dem-
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onstrate that these masking thresholds are not correct for
multiple targets, although it is often assumed otherwise
[1]-[3]. In the experiment the masker was presented together with all targets in critical bands 3 to 12. The targets
were presented at levels at which they are individually
masked. It was found in that case that the noise was not
masked. The levels of the targets had to be reduced by 9
dB to reobtain masking.
The first two problems have been overcome by, respectively, defining the proper targets and by assuming an addition law for masking thresholds. The problem of masking multiple critical band noise targets is further tackled
in Section 111.
111. MASKING
MULTIPLE
TARGETS
To deal with the problem of masking multiple targets,
the concept of the excitation pattern is used. The excitation pattern model [ 161, [ 171, [ 121, [ 181 explains discrimination between sounds by the ear and can be seen as the
basis of masking.
According to [12], discrimination is based upon
changes in patterns of neural activity. Neurons are organized in such a way that groups of neurons correspond to
frequency regions. Excitation with a pure tone in one critical band will activate neurons corresponding to that particular critical band, but it will also activate neurons corresponding to frequency regions outside of it. The
response to the excitation as a function of critical band
rate can be described by an excitation pattern. This has a
shape similar to that of a masking threshold [16]. The
excitation pattern is usually presented as an excitation
level on a decibel scale and as a function of critical band
rate. It is maximal in the critical band where the excitation
takes place. The excitation level in that critical band is,
by definition [ 161, equal to the sound pressure level of the
exciting signal.
Maskers and targets together determine the excitation
pattern. According to [16], detection of a target occurs if
in any critical band the excitation pattern of masker and
target together differs more than 1 dB from the excitation
pattern of masker alone. According to [17], detection of
a target occurs if these differences summed over all critical bands are greater than a certain threshold. In this paper
the approach of [16] is followed, but the results can be
adapted to the approach of [17]. The excitation pattern
model explains the outcome of the experiment of the last
paragraph of Section 11: the excitation pattern of a single
target and masker differs less than 1 dB from the masker's
excitation pattern, whereas the excitation pattern of multiple targets and masker differs more. This also gives a
clue as to how to compute the target levels in order to
obtain complete masking. They must be chosen such that
they do not change the excitation pattern by more than 1
dB in any critical band. The idea of this section is to develop an expression for the change in the excitation pattern due to critical band noise targets. Then this change

m

is limited to 1 dB resulting in the masking cqnstraint on
the target levels.
The following expression gives a mathemqtjcal model
for the excitation pattern used throughout this paper

e(a2[jl, i , j ) =

r

u2

[j]filj-ll ,

u2[jl,
u2

[jlalJ-'l ,

i<j,
I

=j,

(1)

i>j.

In this expression e(a2[ j ] , i, j ) is the excitation in critical
band i , 1 Ii IN , caused by a signal with power a 2 [ j l
in critical band j, 1 Ij IN . The CY and fi define the
slopes of the excitation pattern. The slope towards higher
critical bands usually depends on the excitation level. For
excitation levels in the area of 80 dB, CY = 0.15, corresponding to a slope of 8 dB /bark and for excitation levels
around 50 dB, CY = 0.25, corresponding to 6 dB/bark.
The slope towards lower critical bands is constant and
well-approximated by fi = 0.003, corresponding to 25
dB/bark. Plotted on a decibel scale excitation patterns
according to (1) resemble the masking thresholds of Fig.
1. The difference is an upward shift in level.
The frequency resolution of the excitation pattern in (1)
is restricted to one critical band. Refinements, based on a
more precise spectral analysis of the signal, would result
in a more accurate computation of the excitation pattern.
However, this would lead to a more complicated analysis,
which is beyond the scope of this paper.
In order to be able to compare excitation patterns of
multiple maskers and targets, a rule of addition is needed
to compute a total excitation patterq from individual ones.
Because of the relation between masking and excitation
patterns, it is assumed that the rules of addition for masking thresholds also apply for excitation patterns. The rule
of addition used here is the modified power law discussed
in [ 151. According to this rule, the sum es of two excitations in a critical band eAand eB i s given by
es

=

+ e$)l/p

(e5

(2)

where p , 0 < p < 1, is the power law constant. The
choice p = 1 results in the pure addition of excitation
patterns. In experiments described in [15] p is fitted to
data resulting in values in the range 0.1-0.5.
The excitation in critical band i i s given by
e[i]

=

((e,[il)p

+ (e,[i]>~)'/p

(3)

where e,,,[i] is the total excitation pattern in critical band
i of the maskers and e, [i] is the total excitation pattern in
critical band i of the critical band noise targets. According
to the addition rule in [ 151, the excitation of the maskers
is given by
e,[il =

(

N

(ee[i~>
+~ C ( e ( d [ j l , i , j ) ) p
I= I

(4)

where U:[ j] is the signal power in critical band j and ee[i]
is the excitation in quiet. The excitation in quiet is simply
a level-shifted version of the threshold in quiet. The ex-
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citation of the targets is given by

where af [ j ] is the, yet unknown, target level in critical
band j .
According to the detection rules of [16], masking occurs if

i=],

, N

(6)

or, equivalently,

(e,[il)~< ( I O P / ’~ l>(e,[il>~, i = I ,

* * *

9

N.

(7)
The choicep 5 0.48 leads to a ratio e,[i]/e,[i] of -20
dB, roughly corresponding to the masking at the top of a
masking threshold as depicted in Fig. 1.
The signal powers within critical bands a i [ j ] can be
derived from an estimate of the signal’s short-time PSD.
Therefore, the right-hand side of (7) can be computed by
substituting the a i [ j ] into (4). Let m denote a vector derived from the right-hand side of (7), with elements
m, = ( 1 0 ~ ’ ’~ ~ > ( e , [ i l > ~ ,i = 1 ,

,N.

(8)

It is more complicated to set up a manageable left-hand
side involving the a: [i]. First it is assumed that the excitation patterns of the targets have shapes independent of
their levels. This can be justified since all targets will be
relatively weak signals due to quantization noise. Furthermore, let t denote a vector derived from the powers
of critical band targets [ j ] with elements

-

6 = (a:[jl)P,
j = 1,
,N
and define elements of the N X N matrix E by

I

pIJ-’IP

e,,] =

,

(9)

i<j,

1,

i=j,

a\J - I I P ,

i>j

(10)

leaves freedom to choose target levels in many ways and
thus, in coding systems, to allocate bits to quantizers in
many ways. Therefore, in Section IV an additional requirement on target levels to minimize the bit rate is formulated. Together with the masking constraint (12) this
defines the audio coding optimization problem.
In [4]it is mentioned that the masking threshold must
be deconvolved in order to obtain masked noise levels and
that this is an ill-conditioned process, leading to possibly
negative power values. Therefore, a suboptimal solution
is proposed. In terms of this paper, this deconvolution
problem is the problem of solving (12) with equality. Indeed, the matrix E may be ill-conditioned or m may not
be an image of a vector with only positive elements, in
which case strange results can be expected. In this paper
these problems are evaded by regarding (12) as constraints to an optimization problem.
CODINGOF AUDIOSIGNALS
IV. WAVEFORM
The sampling ratefs of a digital audio signal should be
high enough to ensure an audio bandwidth wide enough
for HiFi quality. In this paper it is 44.1 kHz. Although in
practice the audio samples are 16-bit integers, they are
assumed to be a real number for convenience of analysis.
Let the digital audio signal be denoted by s[i], i = - 00,
. . . , + 03. It is assumed to be a random process that is
at least wide-sense locally stationary [19], such that a
meaningful estimate of a short-time PSD can be made. It
is also assumed that s [ i ]is a zero-mean Gaussian process.
The output of the decoder is s^[i], i = -03, * . * , +a.
The coding error ~ [ i is
] defined by
~ [ i=
] i [ i ] - s[i],

i

=

-03,

.-

*

, +03.

(13)

The coding error is characterized by its PSD, called the
error PSD S,,(exp( j e ) ) , -a 5 0 5 a. The signal’s PSD
is denoted by S,,(exp( je)), - T I0 IT . The definition
of PSD used in this paper is the one for discrete-time sigaals. It gives the sample power per unit of normalized
frequency. The continuous-time PSD, giving the power
per unit of frequency after D/A conversion, can easily be
derived from it. For the error PSD, for instance, it is given
by

where a and /3 are the same constants as in (1). The lefthand side of (7) can now be written in a matrix form

(0,

otherwise.

and (7) can be reformulated as

The bit rate R needed to code a signal with PSD
S,,(exp( je)), resulting in an error PSD S,,(exp( jd)),
satisfies

The Isign must be interpreted componentwise. Equation (12) is the masking constraint on the elements of t ,
or via (9) on the U : [ j ] . All multiple critical band noise
targets with levels satisfying it are masked. This still

This bound can be derived using results presented in [20].
Two observations can be made from (15). First, from the

--

(15)
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max operator it follows that frequency regions where the
error PSD is greater than the signal's PSD do not contribute to the rate. In a good coding system, data describing
the signal in these frequency regions are not transmitted.
Second, the bit rate is determined by the desired signalto-noise ratio as a function of frequency. The bound (15)
illustrates that it is of importance to have an accurate estimate of the masked error PSD because it directly influences the bit rate.
The integral (15) is a bound that may be difficult to
reach. A coding system using scalar quantizers, as is usually the case in audio source coding, cannot perform better than about 0.25 b above the bound (15) [21], [22]. A
coder that tries to approach this bound more closely than
that has to make use of vector quantizers [22]. Moreover,
(15) is derived for stationary signals. This is an unrealistic
assumption. In a practical application the encoder and decoder will try to adapt to changes in the signal's PSD.
This increases the bit rate, because the encoder must inform the decoder about these changes by transmitting side
information. For instance, in the MUSICAM system the
side information consists of scale factors and bit-allocation information for the block-companding quantizers [8],
and requires up to 0.20 b /sample.
The above paragraph explains that bit rates achieved in
practice may be higher than (15). However, there is also
an argument from which it follows that sometimes they
may be lower. This is because (15) is based on the assumption that the audio signal is Gaussian. This assumption is not always true, particularly not when the music
signal consists of pure tones. In these cases a substantially
lower bit rate can be obtained. In fact, it is shown in E211
that with respect to the mean-squared error criterion, nonGaussian stochastic processes have a rate distortion function that lies below that of a Gaussian process. This implies that for non-Gaussian music signals and a given error PSD S,,(exp( $)), the achievable minimum bit rate is
less than predicted by (15 ) .
In spite of the fact that for non-Gaussian signals the
minimum achievable bit rates may be lower than (1 5), this
expression will be used in the remainder of this paper.
The reasons are that even though it may not be completely
correct, at least it gives some indication about bit rates
required. Also, it may be assumed that at least sometimes
music can be modeled correctly as Gaussian.
Figs. 5 and 6 show estimates of lower bounds to the bit
rate as a function of time for two fragments of about 10 s
of tubular bells and a symphony orchestra, respectively.
The error PSD was fixed as S,,(exp(je)) = 1 / 12, corresponding to the white quantization noise present in
compact disc signals. The reason to give these examples
is to demonstrate that coding at the desired bit rates of 24 b/sample is impossible if the required CD quality is
defined as a mean-squared error equal to the quantization
error of compact disc signals. The signal's short-time PSD
was repeatedly estimated by a 1152 point discrete Fourier
transform. The integral (15) was approximated by a discrete sum over the 577 frequency samples at which the
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Fig. 5 . Lower bound to the bit rate in bits per sample for a fragment of
10 s of tubular bells. Coded with a flat error PSD S,,(exp(jO)) = 1/12.
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Fig. 6. Lower bound to the bit rate in bits per sample for a fragment of
10 s of symphony orchestra. Coded with a flat error PSD S,,(exp( $3)) =
1/12.

short-time PSD was estimated. The curves give lower
bounds for bit rates, expressed in bits per sample, of codecs coding at compact disc quality without exploiting
masking. The bit rate is mostly above the desired range
of 2-4 b /sample.
The bit rate required for the fragment of tubular bells
is generally low. Only during and shortly after a beat on
the instrument is it substantially higher. This occurs three
times in Fig. 5. The reason for the increased bit rate during and after a beat is that then the signal has many spectral components and a large part of the signal's PSD will
be greater than the error PSD. Most of these components
die out after the beat. The symphony orchestra has a filled
PSD for most of the time and requires a much more constant bit rate.
Graphs of estimates of bounds such as Figs. 5 and 6 ,
and those presented later must be interpreted carefully,
even if the signal is Gaussian. There are actually two reasons why in that case the bounds cannot easily be reached.
The first one is the necessity of transmitting side formation as has already been mentioned. The second is that the
bounds have been computed by cutting the signal into
blocks. Each block is assumed to be a segment of a realization of a stationary stochastic Gaussian process. From
this block an estimate of the bit rate for the entire process
is made. To actually reach that bit rate, it may be necessary to quantize and code blocks larger than the one used
to make the bit-rate estimate.
In the following section (15) will be expressed in terms
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of target levels and combined with the masking constraint
(12), thus leading to the audio coding optimization problem.

V . AUDIOCODINGOPTIMIZATION
PROBLEM
The target PSD of critical band noise targets T(exp( j d ) )
is given by

where ti is defined in (9), AA, &, and f,,;
are the bandwidth and the lower and upper cutoff frequencies of critical band i, respectively; see Table I . Define the fraction
wi of signal bandwidth, f , / 2 occupied by critical band i
by
2Afi
w .= -

’

(17)

f,.

On substitution of (16) and (17) into (15) and after ignoring the max operator, it follows that optimal ti have to be
chosen such that
-

ST

a 0 2

log, (T(exp(j0))) dd

i

1
w;log2
2 i=l

= --

(5)

is minimized under the constraints (12). Instead of minimizing (1 8) it also suffices to minimize the objective function
N

Q(t) =

- i = I wi ln(ti)

(19)

under the constraints (12)

Et

Im.

This is the mathematical formulation of the audio coding
optimization problem. Solving it yields target levels that
are masked and at the same time minimize bit rate. It is a
nonlinear optimization problem that can be solved with
commercially available mathematical libraries. The optimal a:[i] and the optimal error PSD can then be computed according to (16). The resolution of the error PSD
is limited to critical bands. It can be further improved by
defining narrower noise targets. However, since both the
computation of the total masking threshold as well as the
computation of the target levels already have a strong
smoothing effect, it is questionable whether this improvement would be really substantial. Also, since what is obtained is a stepwise approximation of the error PSD, it
can be smoothed by a suitable operator. The above procedure for estimating masked error PSD’s or masked target levels can be used in two ways: to derive performance
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Fig. 7 . Lower bound to the bit rate in bits per sample for a fragment of
10 s of tubular bells. Coded with full exploitation o f masking.

Fig. 8. Lower bound to the bit rate in bits per sample for a fragment of
10 s of symphony orchestra. Coded with full exploitation of masking.

bounds for audio coding or to compute masked noise levels in coding systems. Both are briefly discussed below.
The procedure to estimate performance bounds is similar to the one followed to derive Figs. 5 and 6 , only now,
instead of choosing SJexp(j6)) = 1/12, the optimal
masked error PSD is derived by solving the audio coding
optimization problem. Figs. 7 and 8 show estimates of
lower bounds to the bit rates obtained by minimizing (19)
under constraint (12) for the same two fragments as used
before. The excitation pattern model used is a simple version of (1) with (Y = 0.25, p = 0.003, a n d p = 0.48. The
results show that the use of masking is fruitful since both
estimates are substantially lower than the ones shown in
Figs. 5 and 6. In addition to remarks on bounds previously made, it must be said that the results are as good as
the excitation pattern model used to derive them, which
is just a simple one. More accurate models, including
more accurate computation of excitation patterns and better addition rules will yield more accurate bounds. Nevertheless, the results clearly show the improvement obtained by exploiting masking and they at least suggest that
more can be achieved than the not really transparent quality at 2 b/sample of present systems.
It is interesting to illustrate how target levels can depend on the signal’s spectral behavior. Therefore, as a
further illustration estimates of the signal levels in critical
bands U $ [ j] and of target levels U : [ j ] obtained from 1152
samples of the fragments of tubular bells and symphony
orchestra have been plotted in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. The levels are plotted on a decibel scale. The reference is the noise level of compact disc signals, which
is equal to 1 / 12. These figures clearly illustrate the different spectral characteristics of both fragments. Most of
the power of the fragment of tubular bells is concentrated
in a small number of critical bands, whereas the power of
the fragment of symphony orchestra is more equally distributed over the critical bands. The target levels in the
fragment of tubular bells are much closer to or even above
the signal levels than is the case for the fragment of symphony orchestra. This explains that the required bit rate
for the fragment of tubular bells is much smaller.
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The above procedure for estimating masked error PSDs
or masked target levels can also be used in a practical
application. Before this is discussed in a little more detail,
its usefulness must be established. There are three possible objections. First, remember that vector quantizers are
required to approximate the bit rate predicted by (15) any
closer than 0.25 b/sample. Practical audio coding systems, with the exception of low rate speech coders, do
not often contain vector quantizers, but merely use scalar,
uniform quantizers. Moreover, they have to adapt to
changes in signal statistics. Therefore, the bit rate may
come out higher than predicted by (15). Second, for nonGaussian signals the bound may be substantially lower
than that. Third, in practical situations it is seldom of interest to code at a bit rate that is varying. In the transmission and recording applications discussed here, a fixed bit
rate is required.
With respect to the first two objections, it can be said
that for a very large class of uniformly quantized signals,
the quantization errors variance decreases exponentially
with the number of bits. Essentially, this is the rule of
thumb that signal-to-noise ratio decreases 6 dB/b. This
implies that if scalar uniform quantizers are used and in

the case of non-Gaussian signals, it still makes sense to
minimize (1 8), although (1 5) does not accurately predict
the achievable bit rate. With respect to the often required
fixed bit rate, there are two solutions. The first is to code
at a varying bit rate and use a buffer to make it fixed. This
is not often done in music nor in speech coding and will
not be considered here. The second solution is still to
compute the optimal masked error PSD, but to use it as a
spectral error-weighting function. This implies that the
coding error will have a PSD with the shape of the optimal
masked error PSD, but it will be scaled upward or downward, when the required bit rate is, respectively, greater
or less than the fixed bit rate. This approach is followed
in the adaptive bit-allocation procedure described in [2].
The practical coding procedure is outlined as follows.
The first step is to obtain, e.g., via an estimate of the
signal's short-time PSD, estimates of the excitation levels
e,[i] in critical bands. These are used in (8) to obtain the
right-hand side of the masking constraint (12). The next
step is to solve the audio coding optimization problem
(19). In a forthcoming paper an efficient solution to it will
be presented. From the computed masked target levels a
masked error PSD can be computed by (16). Either the
masked error PSD or the masked target levels can be used
to compute the number of bits needed to quantize subband
signals or transform coefficients. An audio coding scheme
computing the masked error PSD and using it in combination with an adaptive bit allocation method will be presented in a forthcoming paper.
The following section describes how masking is applied in subband coding. The example given is the basis
for MUSICAM as well as DCC. Lower bounds to the bit
rates achievable with these systems are given and compared .to the results of this section.
TO SUBBAND
CODING
VI. APPLICATION
In a subband coder, a filterbank splits the audio signal
into a number of adjacent frequency bands called subbands. The sampling rate of the subbands is reduced to a
fraction of the input sample rate, in such a way that the
sample rate of each subband is twice its bandwidth. Subband signals are quantized and coded. By means of another filterbank, the decoder merges the quantized subband signals into a reconstruction of the input signal. In
this manner, after reconstruction the quantization errors
remain in the subband in which they were introduced.
Careful design of the filterbanks can guarantee a perfect
[23] or almost perfect reconstruction of the input signal if
quantization is omitted. A good overview of design methods for filterbanks is given in [24].
In subband coding proposals DCC and MUSICAM filterbanks, based on proposals in [25], [26], are used to
split the audio signal into 32 equally spaced subbands.
Fig. 11 gives a simplified basic scheme. The boxes LP,
BP, and HP are lowpass, bandpass, and highpass filters,
respectively. In the encoder they are followed by decimators. In the decoder they are preceded by interpolators
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where A is the quantization step size. These assumptions
are justified if the number of quantization levels is large
enough, if A is sufficiently small, and if quantizer overload distortion is negligible [8]. Overload distortion does
not occur, since block-companding quantizers are used.
For a small number of quantization levels the error may
become correlated, but (20) remains a useful approximation of the quantization error variance.
The number of subbands is further denoted by K . Starting from the masked error PSD S,,(exp(jO)), the masked
noise power ai[i] in subband i can be taken as
a:[i]

[24]. In the discussion that follows the filters are assumed
to be ideal bandpass filters.
The boxes Q denote quantizers. Quantization is adaptive in two ways. In the first place, it is adaptive to the
local signal level. Before quantization, which is uniform
[8], the subband signals are divided into blocks of 12
samples which are scaled in such a way that the samples
are in the range [ - 1, 11. The scale factors are coded and
transmitted as side information. This method of quantization is known as block-companding or gain-adaptive
quantization [8]. In the source decoder, the quantized
samples are multiplied by the scale factors in order to obtain replicas of the subband samples. In the second place
quantization is adaptive since the numbers of quantization
levels are chosen in such a way that an attempt is made
to keep the quantization noise masked. In principle, the
numbers of quantization levels are recomputed for every
group of 32 blocks of 12 subband samples, called an allocation window. It corresponds to approximately 8 ms.
The numbers of quantization levels are transmitted as side
information.
The boxes C and D in Fig. 11 perform additional encoding and decoding of quantized samples, scale factors,
and allocation information.
Differences between DCC and MUSICAM mainly concern the way the allocation information is computed and
the boxes C and D. The bit rate for DCC is 192 kb/s.
For MUSICAM it is either 128, 96, or 64 kb/s. Therefore, more accurate computation of masking thresholds
and more effective coding of quantized samples, scale
factors, and allocation information are required. Only
computation of masking thresholds is discussed in the following paragraphs. First the ideal procedure of computing
the masked noise power in each subband is discussed, then
the practical solutions of DCC and MUSICAM are treated
in some detail.
Ideally, the procedure would be as follows. Quantizers
are assumed to produce an uncorrelated quantization error
which has a flat PSD within the subband it is introduced
in. The quantization noise power is assumed to be given

=

1
K

=-

min

(i-l)(x/K)se<i)(x/K)

Uexp(jO)).

(2 1)

Once the masked noise power in each subband is known,
quantizers can be adapted in such a way that the power of
the quantization noise is just below it. If the number of
quantization levels in subband i and the scale factor are
denoted by Zi and pi, respectively, then the quantization
step size is given by
2Pi

A=T.
The quantization noise power in that subband is masked
if

from which the correct Zj can be computed. Unfortunately,
this would lead to a varying bit rate
K

R =

i= I

log2 (li)

+ R,

(23)

where R, is the bit rate required for side information. As
has already been remarked in Section V, a varying bit rate
is undesirable. A solution is to use the optimal error PSD
as a weighting function. In [2] this is done by minimizing
the sum of the so-called noise-to-mask ratios

under the constraint of a fixed bit rate.
It is interesting to know the theoretically achievable bit
rate of a subband coder. Assume that subband signals are
zero-mean Gaussian, with a variance a;[i], given by

In a subband coder, no use is made of knowledge about
the short-time PSD within the subband. Therefore, to estimate a bound to the bit rate, it is assumed that each sub-
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band is an uncorrelated Gaussian source. This means that
the total bit rate satisfies [21]

R

L -

C

Ki=I

max

(

A (Zi ; ;;))

0, - logz -

b/sample.

(26)

Figs. 12 and 13 show estimates for the bounds (26) for
the two fragments of Section IV. The bounds are about
0.5 b/sample higher than the bounds presented in Figs.
7 and 8, and are often around 2 b/sample. Considering
again that realistically achievable bit rates may be somewhat above this bound, it becomes questionable whether
transparent quality can be achieved with a such a subband
coder at bit rates below 96 kb/s. Even transparent quality
at 96 kb/s could be difficult to achieve. If more subbands
are used, (26) starts to approximate the integral (15), so
it can be expected that in that case the bound will decrease. This also illustrates that the loss of 0.5 b/sample
is due to the loss of spectral resolution, reflected in the
assumption that each subband is considered as an independent Gaussian source. If the spectral structure within
a subband can be better exploited, e.g., by adding
ADPCM coding [8], the bound will decrease further.
After this general discussion on subband coding and the
bit rates that it can achieve, the computation of masked
noise powers ai[i] in DCC recorders and MUSICAM is
discussed in greater detail.
In a MUSICAM coder a total masking threshold is
computed from an estimate of the signal’s short-time PSD,
computed by means of a discrete Fourier transform on the
input samples. This computation is repeated every 24 ms.
The optimization step in which an optimal masked error
PSD is computed under the masking constraint is omitted.
Instead the masked noise powers are taken as the minimum value of the masking threshold within the subband.
In DCC recorders a similar approach to compute the
masking threshold is followed, but because of the higher
bit rate (192 kb/s) it suffices to estimate the short-time
PSD directly from the subband signals.
In both cases, after computation of the masked noise
powers a:[i], bits are allocated to the quantizers by the
adaptive bit-allocation algorithm of [2], that minimizes
the sum of the noise-to-mask ratios (24).
A full subjective performance evaluation of DCC and
MUSICAM is beyond the scope of this paper, as its main
topic is the audio coding optimization problem rather than
DCC or MUSICAM. A few remarks, however, can be
made.
DCC has been extensively evaluated within Philips.
The result of these tests was that for most fragments the
subjects could not distinguish between coded and original. For some fragments some subjects could hear differences. The quality of those fragments was still judged as
near CD.
MUSICAM has been evaluated with other codes in two
extensive I S 0 listening tests at bit rates 128, 96, and 64
kb/s (sampling ratef, = 48 kHz) and was always ranked
in first or second place. At 128 kb/s original and coded

1-

Fig. 12. Lower bound to the bit rate in bits per sample for a fragment of
10 s of tubular bells in a 32 band subband coder.

Fig. 13. Lower bound to the bit rate in bits per sample for a fragment of
10 s of symphony orchestra in a 32 band subband coder.

fragments were hardly or not distinguishable. Slight degradations were sometimes audible at 96 kb/s. This is in
correspondence to the results of Fig. 13, which show that
a bit rate greater than 2 b/sample sometimes is required.
The quality at 64 kb/s was not always good, but according to the results presented here this could not be expected.
VII. DISCUSSION
Psychoacoustic results such as masking and excitation
pattern models have been combined with results from rate
distortion theory to formulate the audio coding optimization problem. The solution of the audio optimization
problem is a masked error spectrum, prescribing how
quantization noise must be distributed over the audio
spectrum in order to obtain a minimal bit rate and an inaudible coding error. This result cannot only be used to
estimate performance bounds, but can also be directly applied in audio coding systems. Examples of subband coding systems and performance bounds for their bit rates
have been given.
With respect to the psychoacoustic results that are used,
it must be remarked that some assumptions had to be made
about additivity of excitation patterns. The assumptions
seem reasonable, but need further verification. It has also
been remarked that the bounds produced are as good as
the excitation pattern models used to derive them. This
calls for more research on suitable psychoacoustic models
for coding. It has been indicated at some points that more
accurate excitation pattern models can be incorporated.
With respect to the use of the rate distortion theory, it
must be noted that all results are derived for Gaussian
signals and that the bounds shown are only valid if signals
are Gaussian. However, this does not make the derivation
useless because at least sometimes the Gaussian assumption will be realistic. In Section V it has been argued that
the Gaussian assumption is not very restrictive for the use
of the results in coding schemes.
There is a limitation to the results presented here. The
excitation pattern models used are for stationary targets
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and maskers. Transient behavior, masking shortly before,
during, and after transients in audio signals, has not been
discussed. It would be very interesting, but also complicated, to extend the results into this direction, especially
since some of the defects heard when signals are coded at
bit rates below 96 kb/s seem to be caused by poor coding
at transients.
From the estimates of performance bounds shown, it
can be concluded that coding at CD quality without exploiting masking is impossible, but that the use of masking is so beneficial that bit rates in the area of 2 b/sample
seem feasible.
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